FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ICA acquires CAPMA, welcomes activation & experiential agencies
into association
Union creates a stronger, singular voice for all agencies in Canada

Toronto, November 13, 2017 – The Institute of Communication Agencies (ICA), the professional
business association representing Canada’s communication & advertising agencies, is welcoming
the Canadian Agencies Practicing Marketing Activation (CAPMA) into its membership.
CAPMA, a Canadian business association representing 12 agencies specializing in brand activation
& experiential marketing, is disbanding to join forces & integrate its membership into the ICA.
“The time is right for CAPMA to join the ICA, to become a key part of this larger organization,” says
Troy Yung, president of CAPMA & president and managing partner at 6 Degrees Integrated
Communications. “Our members have consistently ranked our long-standing partnership with the
ICA at the top of the list from a member-value perspective. Officially joining the ICA is an evolution
of that relationship; a positive, timely unification.”
“The ICA welcomes CAPMA, its membership & their expertise. This group of leading brand
activation & experiential marketing agencies helps the ICA become a stronger, singular voice for all
agencies in Canada,” says Scott Knox, president & CEO of the ICA. “With these agencies joining, the
ICA now has nearly 70 members & a broader reach to deliver better results & benefits for all our
membership.”
Effective immediately, the following CAPMA agencies are ICA members:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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6 Degrees Integrated Communications
Black Rock Marketing Group
Brandfire Marketing
Diamond Integrated Marketing
Hunter Straker
LAUNCH!
LPi Group

•
•
•
•
•

Mosaic Sales Solutions
Spider Marketing Solutions
The Mars Agency
The T1 Agency
Traffik

“The industry has evolved greatly since CAPMA was founded in 2001 — & so has the ICA.
Reorganized & energized, the ICA has become the strong, progressive voice for the agency sector,”
says Yung. “CAPMA agencies will quickly benefit from complete access to ICA’s thought leadership,
information, advice & training, & will now be participating & contributing to the association.”
The addition of CAPMA’s membership to the ICA is a part of the association’s revitalization &
evolved commitment to positively amplify, protect, & transform the agency sector of the marketing
communications industry for its membership.
About the ICA
The Institute of Communication Agencies (ICA) is a non-profit association representing Canada’s
advertising, marketing, media, & public relations agencies. Revitalized & under new leadership, the
ICA’s mission is to positively amplify, protect, & transform the agency sector of the marketing
communications industry. Advancing thought leadership, higher standards & best practices, the ICA
serves its membership as a progressive source of information, advice, training, & advocacy. ICA
member agencies account for over 75 per cent of all national advertising in Canada, with an
economic impact worth more than $19 billion annually. Follow the ICA on Twitter @ICACanada.
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For further information please contact:
Robert MacLean
ICA
(416) 482-1396 x227 / (416) 817-4259
robert@theica.ca
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